
Dogs to Assist the Hunters
   Wolves were hunted to
protect people and their
livestock, but also for their
pelt, and the sport of it. 
   The opinion about wolf
hunting has changed through
the ages. Opponents believe it
is a needless and cruel pastime;
supporters are convinced that
wolves must be kept under
control, or they would be a great
danger to remote villages. By the
end of the 20th century, wild
animals from Russia, Romania,
Poland and the former USSR
were enlarging their territories
and heading west. Among them
were wolves. In 2015, my
homeland, The Netherlands, was
in an uproar. For the first time in
170 years, a wolf was being
reported in the fields and even on
the streets in some villages.
   The way wolves were hunted
differed through the ages, but in
the end, dogs were used
everywhere to assist the hunters. Russian Borzoi, Irish
Wolfhounds, Norwegian Elkhounds, Transylvanian Hounds
in Hungary, Chart Polskis from Poland and the French
Poitevins were, among many others, excellent wolf hunters.

Wolf Hunters
In the early Middle Ages,

wolves were regarded as
malicious animals full of dark
powers, killers of livestock and
humans. The truth is that wild
wolves generally fear people
and rarely pose a threat to

human safety.
In the early days, every avai-

lable means was used to kill
wolves. This was not entirely
without reason. Old documents
show that in severe winters,
wolves were known to attack and
kill livestock and humans,
especially children.

In 813, the emperor Char-
lemagne (ca. 742-814), who
united most of western Europe
during the early Middle Ages,
appointed two wolf hunters in each
district of his empire. They were to
inform him on a regular basis how
many wolves they had killed.

By 1100, there were many
officially appointed wolf hunters

in Europe and England. It was decided at the Synod of
Santiago that on every Saturday (except the Saturdays before
Easter and Pentecost), every man must participate in a wolf
hunt. The fine for not showing up was five cents for a priest
or a nobleman, the same sum or a sheep for a farmer. 
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...when farmers were suffering a great deal of damage to their
livestock, villages in the eastern Netherlands and western Germany

organized wolf hunts together, using nets and guns.

Through the ages, wolves have captured mankind’s imagination. They have played a role in
old civilizations, art and literature, myths and fairy tales.

Wolves were threatening Neolithic settlements 14,000 years ago, but the official and concerted
hunt on wolves didn’t begin until the Middle Ages, when the wolf population was deemed too
large and threatening, and wolves were demonized.

Wolf hunting is depicted in Le Livre de la Chasse
The dogs are of a hunting mastiff type.

Wolf Hunting with Dogs
In Western and Central Europe

text and illustrations by Ria HöRteR
courtesty of ton PoPelieR

   In the Welsh tale of ‘Gelert’, Llywelyn, Prince of
Gwynedd killed his faithful hound after finding his
baby covered in blood. Later, the prince discovered
that the blood belonged not to his son, but to a wolf
that Gelert had killed while defending the baby. The
complete story is at wikipedia.org/wiki/Gelert
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   The Santiago Synod also prescribed that every city or village
had to appoint one or more official wolf hunters, and make nets
to trap wolves. Wolf hunters were equipped with tools such as
bows, spades, axes, pitchforks, clubs, traps, drums to drive the
prey into the net, and eventually, firearms. A substantial sum was
paid for each dead wolf, and as a result, the wolf population
decreased dramatically.

The Low Countries
   Especially in the Low Countries (Belgium, the Netherlands and
Luxembourg), it seemed that only farmers and country people
hunted wolves consistently – no doubt because they wanted to
protect their livestock and were paid for every dead wolf.
   At the same time, princes, noblemen and the aristocracy still
hunted wolves at their pleasure. In 1598, Frisian Count William
Louis of Nassau-Dillonburg (1560-1620) coordinated a wolf hunt
in the northern provinces of Drenthe and Friesland. In 1614, the
Prince of Orange led a hunt with nets in the southern Netherlands.
Thousands turned out to see the royal procession.
   During the 14th and 15th centuries, rulers still used their famous
wolf hunters, but with one difference: a pack of wolf hounds had
joined the hunt.
   During the late 18th century, when farmers were suffering a great
deal of damage to their livestock, villages in the eastern
Netherlands and western Germany organized wolf hunts together,
using nets and guns. The last big wolf hunt took place in 1772, in
the province of Drenthe at the border with Germany. Some wolves
were shot in 1822 and 1845, but by the middle of the 19th century,
they had disappeared from the Low Countries.

France
   In the ninth century, Charlemagne appointed elite troops of wolf
hunters, the Luparii (Latin, lupus = wolf) to keep the wolf
population under control in France. Wolf hunters – louvetiers –
received privileges such as exemption from taxation and military
service. Louvetiers disappeared in 1787 as a result of the French

Revolution, but were
reinstated by Napo-
leon in 1804, and they
still exist. Today, the
Lieutenants de Louve-
terie are assigned to
keep vermin under
control, unpaid work
that gives the mem-
bers the right to hunt
in national forests. As
in the Low Countries,
the government pro-
vides a bounty for
each dead wolf.
   At the end of the
19th century, about 14,000 wolves were being killed every year, and
by the beginning of the 20th century, only about 5,000 wolves
remained. Although The Great War (1914-18) provided a few years’
grace, the last wolf in France was killed in 1937.

Le Livre de la Chasse – The Book of the Hunt
   The 14th-century hunting manuscript Le Livre de la Chasse (ca.
1387) includes 87 beautiful hand-colored miniatures. The author
was a French noblemen, Comte de Gaston III de Foix (1331-91),
known as Phoebus. An expert on hunting methods and dogs, he
owned 600 horses and 1,600 dogs for hunting wolves, bear, wild
boar, etc. This may seem like a lot, but three centuries later, French
king Louis XIV (1638-1715) – a great fancier of wolf hunting –
kept a thousand working dogs.
   Some miniatures in Le Livre de la Chasse show the hunt on
wolves. One illumination depicts two hunters on horseback – their
swords drawn, ready to kill a wolf. Next to the horses are three men
on foot, and five dogs. The dogs are similar in type, with broad
heads and hanging ears, their coats brown, light brown, white, and
light with dark patches – heavy hounds, hunting mastiffs.
  Another illumination shows a trap built of hurdles – fencing
made from posts woven with willow or hazel wattle. A red line
shows how the wolf was lured into the trap by the sheep he could
smell in the middle. The only thing the hunters had to do was shut
the gate, then kill the wolf by crossbow or another medieval
weapon. Simple and effective.
  There remain only 44 extant copies of Le Livre de la Chasse, an
invaluable medieval resource about hunting with dogs.
  Around 1410, Le Livre de la Chasse was translated into English
as The Master of Game by Edward, the 2nd Duke of York
(Shakespeare’s Aumerle in Richard II. He acquired the title in his
20s, when his father died in 1402.) He deleted some French
hunting methods and added five typical English methods.

An Authority
   In 1576, Iean (Jean) de Clarmongan published La Chasse du Loup
– Wolf Hunting, a description of the methods of tracking down and
killing a wolf. De Clarmongan preferred hunting on foot with
tracking dogs. To make the dogs fierce, the author advised not
feeding them for six to eight days, and letting them sleep as little
as possible. Fierce, hungry dogs had more chances against a wolf.
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A Hatzrüde (bait male) in armor plating. 
These dogs were used in Germany 
for hunting wolves and wild boar.

Wolf and Fox Hunt by Peter Paul Rubens (1577-1640)
Although not a sport for women, Rubens included one on horseback. 

The dogs are of sighthound type. (Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York)
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   As was his medieval predecessor Gaston de Foix, the author of
Wolf Hunting was an authority when it came to dogs. He advised
three well-trained tracking dogs (hounds, bloodhounds), 14 other
hounds, and eight “reserve dogs.” Wolf hunts could last for 10
hours and in the fury of the battle, one or more dogs could be killed.
   In France, the privilege of hunting big game was reserved for
the Vénérie Royale (Royal Hunt) and the Grande Louveterie (Great
Wolf Hunt).
   Henri IV, Louis XIII and Louis XIV, kings of France in the 16th
and 17th centuries, were frequent participants in wolf hunts in
Normandy, Poitou and Angoumois/Saintonge – northern and
western France. In the heyday of wolf hunting, the royal
assignment was to kill as many wolves as possible.
   The 18th-century wolfhound packs of Chevalier Songeon and
Count de Fussey were known as the best among the more than 40
packs that hunted wolves in the 1770s. By the 19th century, France
was importing wolfhounds from England, Ireland and Spain.

Royal Pack
   There is a story about François Antoine de Beauterne,
Hunt Lieutenant under Louis XV (1710-74). In 1765,
Beauterne hunted for months in the fields around Saint-
Julien-des-Chazes, 100 miles southwest of Lyon, before
finally slaying “the wolf of Chazes,” a large wolf six
feet long, three feet tall and weighing 140 pounds. He
was escorted by a cortege of aristocratic hunters and
personnel, two dog servants, four male wolfhounds and
one female Greyhound, selected by de Beauterne
himself from the royal kennels.
   Only fast dogs with great stamina and an excellent
nose were suitable wolf hunters. In France, large hounds
were used for the most part – the rough-coated Chien
de Fauve, or the Chien du Haut-Poitou (Poitevin), for
example. The Poitevin is a pack hound, one of 29 breeds
in the French hound family. Members of this group have
rather long, low-set ears, short or rough coats, excellent
noses, and they are at their best living in a pack.

The Last Wolf Hunter
   Another wolf hunter was Comte de Boldesrues, who hunted
wolves in the 1800s with more than 80 Grand Fauves de Bretagne.
   The last breeder of Grand Fauves and last wolf hunter in France
was Baron Maurice Halna de Fretay. Thanks to his memoirs, Mes
Chasses de Loups – My Wolf Hunts (1891) – a piece of French
wolf-hunting history has been preserved. Baron Halna killed the
last wolf in Finestère, a French department in northwest France, in
1873. As a matter of fact, shortly thereafter, the demand for large
hounds declined.
   In the history of wolf hunting in France, three other names must
be mentioned. First of all, the Comte Le Couteulx de Canteleu,
dog fancier, author, and breeder of the predecessor of the Grand
Griffon Vendéen.
   Secondly, Vicomte Emile de la Besge, the most famous wolf
hunter in France of all time and considered to be behind the revival
of the Chien du Haut-Poitou (Poitevin), a breed developed
specifically to hunt wolves. In a letter published in the French dog
magazine L’Eleveur in 1877, the Vicomte stated that he had been
familiar with the breed since 1830. One of the most famous stud

dogs was Traveller, imported from England by M. Lecouteulx, who
paid 500 francs for him. Later, Traveller was owned by de la Besge
and bred many French bitches. Traveller was described as “a
beautiful sight hound [sic] with a magnificent hound head.” This
male is considered to be the ancestor of nearly all Poitevins.
   Finally, Julien Bost-Lamodie hunted wolves in the Haut-Poitou
(1919). Although these men killed many wolves, they admired the
animal immensely. Le Coutelx de Canteleu and Bost-Lamondie
even bred domesticated wolves with their hounds. De la Besge had
a clear opinion about hunting with packs: No pack hound could
exhaust a grown, healthy wolf. Therefore, de la Besge always had
a rifle in his saddlebag.
   The First and Second World Wars were disastrous for these
breeds. New packs could be re-established, but only thanks to the
arrival of English Foxhounds. Today, wolves have resettled in
southeastern France, much to the outrage of sheep breeders.

England and Scotland
   In England, hunting wolves was considered a necessity; hunting
deer and foxes gave much more joy to the huntsmen.
   Documents about wolf hunts in England existed as early as the
10th century. Some historians note that King Athelsan (895-939)
imposed an annual tribute of 300 wolf skins on Welsh king Hywel
Dda (ca. 880-ca. 950). A subsequent English king, Edgar I (943-
975), also known as Edgar the Peaceful, was presented a number
of wolf skins by King Hywel Dda, just as a token of respect. It
shows the significance of wolves at that time.
   Norman kings, reigning from 1066 to 1154, employed servants
as wolf hunters and many held lands granted on condition that they
fulfill this duty. According to the late-9th-century Anglo-Saxon
Chronicle, the month of January was known as “wolf manoth” as
it was the first full month of wolf hunting by the nobility. Officially,
this hunting season would end on March 25, thus encompassing
the cubbing season, when wolves were at their most vulnerable and
dangerous, and their fur was of greater quality.
   Wanting all wolves in his kingdom destroyed, Edward I (1239-
1307) employed Peter Corbet to “take and destroy” all the wolves
he could find in the counties.
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Wolf Hunting by Dutch painter Gerard Rysbrack (1699-1773)
The dogs are a large type of French hound.
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   Dogs were being mentioned in
documents by the 14th century. During
the reign of Edward III (1312-77),
Thomas Engaine got the king’s
concession to kill wolves and foxes,
provided he could find special wolf-
hunting dogs, and that the dogs be kept
at Engaines’ own expense.
   During the 15th and 16th centuries,
laws were enacted with the aim of
annihilating wolves, which became
limited to forests and the wilder parts
of England, such as the Peak District
and the Yorkshire Wolds. It is thought
that wolves became extinct in
England during the reign of Henry
VII (1457-1509).
   In Scotland, wolves survived into
the 18th century. Mary I of Scotland,
one of the few female wolf hunters,
hunted wolves in 1563 near Atholl in
the Scottish Highlands. It is said that
the last wolf in Scotland was killed in
1743; the last wolf in Ireland was
killed in the 1780s.

Ireland and the Wolf Dogs
   The wolf dog was written about many times over the centuries.
It is not always clear if the dog referred to is a wolf hunter, a
greyhound or a combination of the two. The names Irish alaunt
(large, strong dog), Irish greyhound, (Irish) wolfdog, canis graius
Hibernicus and wolfhound were all used. This type of dog was
mentioned so often because these imposing wolf hunters were
presented as gifts among kings and nobility throughout Europe.
First wolf skins were presented; later, the gifts were wolf dogs.
These gifts were documented as early as the Middle Ages.
   In 1652, Oliver Cromwell, Lord Protector of the Commonwealth
of England, Scotland and Ireland, banned the export of wolf dogs
because their number had decreased dramatically. In 1680, Thomas
Blount wrote, “The wolves in Ireland of late years are, in a manner,
all destroyed by the diligence of the inhabitants, and the assistance
of Irish Greyhound.”
   More sources are available from the 17th and 18th centuries –
books with descriptions of the hounds, written by their owners. For
example, Sir James Ware in Antiquities and History of Ireland
(1705) wrote, “I must here take notice of those hounds which, from
their hunting of wolves, are commonly called Wolfdogs – being
creatures of great size and strength, and of a fine shape.”

Oliver Goldsmith’s late-18th-century (1760-74) eight-volume A
History of the Earth and Animated Nature contains a beautiful
description of the wolf dog: “The last variety, and the most
wonderful of all that I shall mention, is the Great Irish Wolf Dog,
that may be considered as the first of the canine species…. bred up
in the houses of the great.... he is extremely beautiful and majestic
in appearance, being the greatest of the dog kind to be seen in the
world... they are now almost quite worn away, and are very rarely
to be met with, even in Ireland.”

No Work No Future
There were wolves in abundance

in early Ireland, but by the last
quarter of the 18th century, they had
become rare. The dogs that hunted
wolves were described as, “of the
make of a Greyhound.” Wolf hunts
took place in County Cork (1710),
County Wexford (ca. 1730) and in the
Wicklow Mountains (1770). By the
end of the 18th century, the wolves
had vanished. In her book The Dogs
of Ireland (1981), Anna Redlich
states that the pack of Mr. Watson
from Ballydarton killed the last wolf
at Myshall in 1786 or 1787. Watson’s
dogs were “coarse, powerful animals,
no way resembling the grand old
giant rough greyhound, commonly
known as the Irish Wolfhound.”
Whatever type of dogs he used to
hunt wolves, Mr. Watson sealed the
fate of most Irish Wolfhounds; no
work meant no future.

Following Oliver Goldsmith,
Charles Smith wrote in The Ancient

and Present State of the County and City of Waterford (1774) that
Irish wolf dogs were extremely scarce, as did Thomas Bewick in
A General History of Quadrupeds (1792). In the chapter The Irish
Greyhound, Bewick wrote, “It is only to be found in Ireland, where
it was formerly of great use in clearing the country from Wolves.
It is now extremely rare, and is kept rather for show than use, being
equally unserviceable for hunting either the Stag, the Fox, or the
Hare.” These extremely rare examples were owned by members
of the nobility, such as Lord Altamont and Lord Derby.
   The dogs of Archibald Hamilton Rowan (1757-1834) from
Dublin are considered to have been the last purebred Irish
Wolfhounds. Rowan’s breeding went back to Oisian, an Irish
Wolfhound depicted by Philip Reinagle, R.A., in 1803, and
published in William Taplin’s dog book The Sportman’s Cabinet
(1803-04). In 1861, John Meyrick wrote briefly and to the point in
House Dogs and Sporting Dogs: “This animal is entirely extinct.”
   In Vero Shaw’s well-known The Illustrated Book of the Dog,
George A. Graham’s chapter on the Irish Wolfhound begins as
follows: “It is with a certain amount of diffidence that this essay is
entered upon, as there is a widely-spread impression that the breed
to be treated of is extinct.” As we all know, George A. Graham
created the present-day Irish Wolfhound.
   Old documents don’t speak about Scottish Deerhounds or Irish
Wolfhounds. Those names were unknown in the early history of the
breeds. Only Scottish Greyhound and Irish Greyhound were used.

Germany
   In 1197, it was mentioned that along the River Moselle in
western Germany, people were suffering from a “wolf plague.” In
the 17th and 18th centuries, wolf plagues were frequently reported
from the Eifel area in western Germany, especially during severe
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Detail of a French painting by Jules Bertrand Gelibert (1834-1916)
The dogs were possibly owned by Charles de Maichin – there is
an M on their flanks. In those days, the tri-colored dogs were

Anglo-Poitevins, the ancestors of the present Anglo-Français Tri-
colores. The black-and-white dog is an Anglo Saintongeois,

renamed Anglo-Français Blanc et Noir.
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winters. As in the Low Countries, villagers were obliged to hunt
down wolves. Afterwards, the hunters went door to door to collect
their rewards from citizens and farmers.
   In 1785, the last wolf hunt took place in the region of
Münsterland and Emsland. Although wolves in central Europe had
been nearly wiped out by 1849, another wolf plague was reported
in the village of Kottenheim (Rheinland-Palatinate).
   Generally, the hunting mastiff ancestors
of the Great Dane were recorded as the
dogs that hunted game such as wild boar,
bear, and wolves in the Middle Ages. The
first record of these dogs was in the documents of the passionate
hunter Landgrave Philip of Hessen (1504-67). He wrote that dogs
imported from England at the beginning of the 16th century were
high on leg and strong, and said to be crossings between a mastiff
type and a sighthound.
   The last wolf in Bavaria was killed in 1847, and wolves had
disappeared from the Rhine regions by 1899. In 1934,  Nazi
Germany became the first state in modern history to place the wolf
under protection, although the species was already extirpated in
Germany at that point. The last free-living wolf to be killed before
1945 had been the so-called Tiger of Sabrodt, which was shot
near Hoyerswerda, Lusatia (then Lower Silesia) in 1904.
   In the 1990s, wolves arrived back in Germany after travelling
from Poland.

Russia
   Wolf dogs come pre-eminently from Russia; their origin can be
traced back to the 11th century.
   Both in Czarist and Soviet Russia, wolves were hunted with
Borzoi by landowners and Cossacks. The latter were a group of
predominantly East Slavic-speaking people who became known as
members of autonomous, semi-military communities that played
a significant role in the history of both Russia and the Ukraine.
When wolf hunting, they used a number of dogs of various breeds,
including staghounds, Siberian wolfhounds and deerhounds. Each
hunter held one or two Borzoi, which would be slipped when the
wolf took flight. Horsemen and Borzoi pursued the wolf which,

when caught, was quickly dispatched with a knife by the foremost
horseman. Oriental sighthounds played a role in the development
of the Borzoi, which was originally a collective name meaning
“fast” used for all sighthound-like dogs.
   Large hunting parties as we know them from medieval France
were developed during the Romanov dynasty in Russia (1613-
1917). Only the fastest and most talented Borzoi were used for
breeding. Foxhounds were used for tracking, but as soon as the
wolf was spotted, two or three Borzoi were slipped to pursue the
animal, as they were expert at attacking the wolf on both sides and
holding it by the neck or ears.
   In 1846, the Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs appointed
governmental wolf hunters, each with their own district. They were
paid three roubles for each dead wolf. By 1858, the authorities had
paid for more than one million wolves. Some hunters bought wolf
skins and presented them as shot by themselves.

Tough Training
   Between 1887 and 1913, Grand Duke Nicholas Nikolaevich
Romanov (1856-1929), a grandson of Czar Nicholas I, developed
in his kennels at Perchino, Borzoi that would become known as
the old ideal type. Hundreds of wolves were killed by him and his
dogs, and his pack was known far beyond Russia’s borders. Thanks
to the book Arrianus, De lange jacht en lure coursing (Arrianus,
The Long Hunt and Lure Coursing) by Hawkins, Jansen and
Waidman (2004), we know what wolf hunting was like at the end

of the 19th and beginning of the 20th
centuries. Between 124 and 150 Borzoi, 15
Greyhounds, two packs of hounds,
altogether about 45 couple, were put into
action during the summer, autumn and

winter. Wolves were the most wanted prey. The hunting kennel of
Grand Duke Nicholas was the largest that ever existed.
   Many Borzoi, almost exclusively owned by the nobility and
aristocracy, died when communism took over in Russia, as they
did not fit in with the philosophy of the Soviet Union.

Other Central-European Countries
   In the Scandinavian and Balkan countries, wolf hunting
happened more or less in the same way as in central Europe,
although only a few countries had specialized wolf hunting dogs.
For example, the Chart Polski was developed in Poland for hunting
small game, but certainly was also used for hunting wolves. This
ancient breed that has been in Poland since the 13th century came
close to extinction, but has been restored.
   Romania is believed to have the largest population of wolves in
Europe. As in earlier times, they live in the forests of the Carpathian
Mountains. As in other European countries, nobility in Romania
hunted all kinds of game on horseback with dogs and weapons.
Farmers and other common people hunted on foot with pitchforks
and spears.
   Another dog for wolf hunting, the Transsylvanian Hound, was
developed in Hungary and used by Hungarian nobility to hunt bear,
stag, wild boar and wolves.
   Although there is no particular dog for wolf hunting in
Scandinavia, Elkhounds – developed in Norway – were used for
hunting elk and other large game, but also for wolves.
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A beautiful 1873 painting by Nikolai Sverchkov, of a wolf hunt in Russia. 
The wolf, exhausted by the Borzoi, is killed by one of the huntsmen.

Wolf dogs come pre-eminently 
from Russia; their origin can be traced

back to the 11th century.
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